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StJMMARY

For estimating the square of the population mean and variance o*,some estimators
are defined and their properties are analyzed in the context of normal population
under large sample approximation.
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Introduction

In many situations of practical importance, the coeflBcient of variation
exhibits stability and its value may be fairly accurately known. In such
cases the estimation of variance reduces to the estimation of the square
of the population mean (x®. There are other instances when may be the
parameter of interest, see, e.g. Govindarazulu and Sahai [2] and Upadh-
yaya and Singh [8],

Suppose a random sample of size n is drawn from a normal parent
N (ii, C* where C = (r'/jj,® is the square of the coeflScient of varia
tion. If C® is exactly known, an unbiased estimator of is

;c«

I + C^ln n + C

and its relative variance is

1-
n + C J

i'd.i)

^= (n + cy
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vhere x « n~^ xt is the sample mean based on n obseivations.

In practice may not be exactly known. Then the estimator t isof
little utility. However, if has shown stability in repeated experiments,
one canuse a guessed value Cl instead of C^, But if nothing is known
about C», then only alternative is to estimate it from the sample data at
hand. We may employ the following two consistent estimators of
(see, for example, Srivastava [4 : 34-35]):

s= 1 i— ) ^

4' JL
X2

(1.3)

where «= (n — 1)"^ S (x«—x)^is an unbiased estimator of
i = 1

based on n observations. ^

The substitution of CJ and C| in (1,1) led Das [1] and Pandey [3] to
formulate some estimators for Some known estimators of when C2
is unknown are compiled in Table 1.

TABLE 1—ESTIMATORS OF n2 WHEN C2 IS UNKNOWN

Reference

An eitimator

Minimum variance
unbiased estimator (MVUE)

Srivastava, Dwivedi
andBbatnagar [S]

Das [1]

Pandey [3]

}

Estimator

x2 —
It

/ B - 1 \
"~V n+ I ) n

- r —£l_ / VI + ( 1+ „-2 j
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Das [1] indicated that the probability of being negative may be signi
ficant for small samples and defined the following modified estimator :

Ti if >

T\= ^

L
0 if X'<

n

Owing to lack of exact expressions for the biases and mean squared
errors ofTl and considered by Das [1] and leported by Pandey [3],
resort was made to Monte Carlo experiments for comparative study of
estimators. Such experiments are not very conclusive because of their
well known limitations. The exact expressions for biases and mean squar
ed errors Tl and are derived by Srivastava, Dwivedi and Bhatnagar
[5]. But they too fail to draw clear cut inference as the results obtained
by them are quite intricate. It is to be noted that the expressions for bias
and mean squared error of Pandey [3] estimator T* can also be obtained
following the procedure cited in [5], However, it may be observed that
Tl will be very close to T^ for large nand thus will possess the same large
sample properties as T^. For T^ and T^, the large sample approximations
for the relative biases and relative mean squared errors are derived by
Srivastava, Dwivedi and Bhatnagar [5] and Pandey [3], respectively.

The relative biases (RB) and relative mean squared, errors (RMSE) of
the estimators Ti, / = 0 to 4 cited in Table 1 are compiled in Table 2.

TABLE 2-THE RELATIVE BIASES AND RELATIVE MEAN SQUARED
ERRORS OF If, j = 0 to 4.

Estimator Relative bias to Terms of
Order 0 (»-=)

To RB (J-o) = C2/n

Tl RB(ri) = 0

2 CT^ RB (ra) =
« l,n + i;

Ts RB (Ts)
C4

n"

C8
Ti RB (Ti) = —

"3

1 +
2 (1 + C2)

Relative MSEto Terms of Order 0 (n~=)

RMSE(7'„)= ^(^4 +i^)

RMSE {Tl) = 2+-^ j

RMSE (T^) = 2 +
n

2 C2RMSE (r,).

RMSE (7-4) = 2 + 1
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In Sections 2 and 3 some estimators are suggested for [^2 and respec
tively and their properties studied under large sample approximation.

2. Estimators For

Consider the following estimators for .

= (1 - -^y'
L nx^ \ tix^ J J

*3 = 1

<i = ;c2 1 +
« X®

ti = X^
_ «*2 V nx^ ) \ nx^\ n x^ J .

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

—1-

(2.4)

In order to derive theexpressions for bias and mean squared error of
U, i = 1 to 4, under large sample approximation, we write

X = [A (1 4- sj) and = 02 (i + sj)

such that E (e<) = 0, i = 0, 1 and j s, 1 < 1, j = 0, 1.

Thus substituting the values of x and in terms of e,'s in (2.1), (2.2),
(2.3) and (2.4) we have

ti = /*2 (1 + So)" 1+^ (1 +Sl) (1 +Sg) ^

X 1- (l + si)(l + (2.5)

ti = IA»(1+ So)" 1 + — (1 4- Si) (1 + so)"^

1+-^ (1 +si) (1 +So)-* (1- ^ (1 +®i) (1 +®o)"' }
(2.6)
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X

tx = (1 + e„)«

C2

1+-^(1 +e,) (1 +

1+ - (1 +®i) (V1+ ^ (1+Si) (1 +eo)-2
(2.7)

= +s,),- (1 + e,) v'C*
1 - - (1 + ej) (1 + e,)-»

+ (I +^i) (I +®o)"2 -- ^(1 +si) (1 +
(2.8)

Now expanding tlie right hand sides ofequations (2.5) to (2.8), retain
ing the terms to order O (n-®) and simplifying, we get

£ (I,) = (12 => Bias (/O = 0 =>-RB (r/) = 0. /=lto4 (2.9)

The mean squared error of /= 1 to 4 can easily be obtained to terms
of order O (n"*) as

MSE (u) =

RMSE (t,)

and

i— 1 to 4 (2.10)

MSE (U) _ 2C2

V • - •

^=lto4 (2.11)

From Table 2, (2.9) and (2.11) we observe that

0 = RB (U) < RB m < RB (T,) i = 1to4 (2.12)

RMSE (/,) = RMSE {T,) = RMSE (r^ / = 1to 4 (2.13)
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Thus for larger sample sizes, the proposed estimator U, i= 1to 4, which
are unbiased, are preferable over Pandey [3] estimator.

3, Estimators for When is Unknown

The population variance is equal to C-Its estimators will be
a2 = C2 On the basis of the estimators for 1^2 reported in Table 1,
Pandey [3] forwarded the following estimators for 02 as

rj'=5'

ri = ^2—4
« X2

. /

(3.1)

(3.2)

The piaximum likelihood estimator of is

n

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

n

The relative biases and relative mean squared errors of Tt 1to 5to
terms oforder O{rn) are compiled in Table 3.

TABLE 3-THE RELATIVE BIASES AND RELATIVE MEAN SQUARED
errors of T* ; / = 1to 5

Esti- Relative Bias to Terms of
mator Order 0 (n~2)

r* RB (7^) = 0

r. RB (T) = - 1 +
" L

.C2
r* RB(r*)=-— 1

3 ' " u

(2 + C2) 1

« J'

2(1 + C2)
It

(2 + 3 C2)C2
1 +7. J5B(r.)=- —

T* RB (3» = — l/«
5 5

Relative Mean Squared Error to
Terms of Order 0 (n~2)

RMSE (.T*) = 2/(« - 1)

RMSE (Tp =-^ 1+

,RMSE (Tp = RMSE (Tl)

,RMSE (Tp = RMSE (T*)
RMSE (rp = (2n —l)ln^
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On the basis ofsimilar arguments we propose four estimators for a2 as

L n x^\ nx^ )

tl = 52.

tl =

n

1+-^n*2

fi --iLfi —+~{1 -~T
nx' \ nxj\ n X* \ n x* )

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.1)

(3.9)

It is easy to verify that the relative biases and relative mean squared
errors of t*, / = 1 to 4, to terms of order Q are

i?5(0 =- f

and

1 + —(2 + 3Ca)
n

RMSE (if) = —
« L

1 +
C (C - 8)

In

, J = I to 4 (3.10)

, j = 1 to 4. (3.11)

It follows from Table 3, (3.10) and (3.111 that the proposed,estimators
are as good as Paadey [3] Tl estimator. But these estimators are inferior
to Tg*, since Ts has smaller absolute relative bias and kme RMSE. Fur
ther it may be concluded that these estimators are better than maYinnnn
likelihood estimator Tl if

(i) sample size is small but coefficient of variation is large, and
(ii) sample size is large but coefficient of variation is small

Keeping in view the form of Srivastava and Banarasi [7] estimator of
the population mean (*, we can propose a class of estimators for as

tl = 1 -
nx^

(3.12)
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where « is noiastochastic.

To terms of order 0 («'), the relative bias and relative mean squared
errorof tI are, respectively, given by

C2 r 1RB {t\) = - ^ 1+ -^
^ n _ n

and

2 + (3 - oc) C2

RMSE (rs)=- 1 +
C2 (ca — 8)

ARB (t*) < ARB (r*)

RMSE (/p = RMSE (T^)

n L 2n

From Table 3, (3.13) and (3.14) we have

ARB itt) = RMSE (Ts)

RMSE (tt) = RMSE (T*)

and

for a > I

for « > 0

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

where ARB (.) = RB (.) stands for absolute relative bias.
From (3.15) and (3.16) it follows that the estimator (*, for all values of

K> 1, is superior to the proposed estimators t*, /' = 1 to 4 and the esti
mators rj, T* iiiid T* considered by Pandey [3].

Motivated by Srivastava and Bhatnagar [6], we suggest the two para
meter family of estimators for as

nx^ \ nx^ J ^
(3.17)

where K and g are characterizing scalars.
Assuming the characterizing scalars to be non-stochastic, it is easy to

see that the relative bias and relativemean squared error of r/, to terms
of order O («"*) are

RB (r!) =
KC^

2 + (3 - g) e* (3.18)
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and

RMSE (t*) = —
n L

1 + (KC* + 8)
2«

(3.19)

It is to be noted that for K = — 1 and g = « the expressions for rela
tive bias and relative mean squared error of tg turn out to be the same as

t's. ^ .
From Table 3 and (3.19) we see that the proposed estimator te is more

efficient than Pandey [3] estimator T* , if

either - K AT < ; C2 > 8

or
(C2 - 8)

C2
< JS: < - 1; C2 > 8

Minimization of RMSE (tg) with respect to K yields

= - 4/C'

so that

min.RMSE(/;) =-^^l-
Thus if C is exactly known then the resulting estimator

is more efficient than maximum likelihood estimator 7s.
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